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How to Join Private Military Contractor Company

without Military Experience
The recruitment method for non-military civilians is not that dif-

ferent as that of people with military experience.Before you send your application, do your research first on compa-
nies that are hiring private military contractors without a mili-

tary background.You will find different job openings listed in different companies;
pick the ones that best suit your skills and experience.Some of the private military contractor jobs requiring no prior
military experience include:

Armor vehicle technician•
Background investigator•
Kennel/driver attendant•
Records manager•
Firefighter•
Proposal writer/manager•
Security alarm monitor•
Water treatment plant operator•
Unarmed security officer•Each position has its own requirements that applicants must meet

for them to be considered for interviews.For example, to be a background investigator, you need to have ex-
perience in conducting one-to-one interviews, and at least one

year of experience doing this at a government level.Arecord manager may only need to have a high school diploma, knowl-
edge of how to use record keeping software, and several years of

experience in records management.Therefore, keep in mind that you
must have all the qualifications

needed for any of the positions adver-
tised before you send in any applica-
tion.
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SELF DEFENCE

The Best Martial Arts Styles

Violence should be avoided as much as possible, but not at all costs.
Unlike you and I, there are bad people in this world, and at times

violence is unavoidable.Because of this, one of the most important skills a man can have is
the ability to protect himself and his family from an attacker.There are hundreds if not thousands of martial arts styles out there
but I’ve put together a list of the best of the best. Knowing any one

of them (especially #1) can turn your body into a veritable weapon. In
this issue we will present you 3 of them.
7. Jujutsu
Country of Origin:Japan
Also Known As:Jujitsu
Nicknamed:“The Art of Softness”
Focus (Striking, Grappling or
Mixed):Mixed
Famous/Notable Fighters:Ice-T, Kanō
Jigorō
History of Jujutsu
Many of today’s popular martial arts
styles including Judo, Aikido and
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu, are derivatives of Jujutsu.
It’s been so influential on modern martial arts that a list of the most
effective styles likely wouldn’t exist without it.
This ancient martial art was developed by the Japanese and taught as
one of the foundational fighting techniques of samurais.
The samurai were deadly with weapons, like the sword and bow, but if
they were ever disarmed, they needed a way to defend themselves. Ju-
jutsu was developed to help these fierce warriors if they found them-
selves without a weapon.
In English, Jujutsu translates to the “art of softness”. While its Eng-
lish translation may not strike fear into the hearts of your opponents,
Jujutsu’s powerful and effective moves will.
Why Jujutsu is One of the Best Martial Arts Styles
Jujutsu is one of the most effective martial arts in the world because
it uses your attacker’s aggressiveness, and the momentum that comes
with that aggressiveness, against them.When attacked, a Jujutsu fighter
will redirect their attacker’s energy and momentum in a way that they
prefer. This redirection renders the attack useless and often gives the
Jujutsu fighter an opportunity for a counter attack.
The majority of Jujutsu’s moves are throws and joint locks (applying
breaking pressure to a joint like an elbow or knee). The two used in
combination are what make Jujutsu such an effective and deadly martial
arts style.
As Jujutsu was developed for disarmed samurai, it’s an extremely effec-
tive martial arts style against both armed and unarmed attackers
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06.Taekwondo
Country of Origin:Korea
Also Known As:Tae Kwon Do, TKD
Nicknamed:“The Way of the Hand and Fist”
Focus (Striking, Grappling or
Mixed):Striking
Famous/Notable Fighters:Barack Obama,
Stevan Seagal, Jessica Alba, Willie Nel-
son

History of Taekwondo
Over the past 5,000 years, Taekwondo and
Korea have simultaneously developed.There were originally nine kwans

(schools or dojos) of Taekwondo that
were recognized by the Korean Government. Each kwan had their own unique
style of Taekwondo.In 1955, the nine kwans united to form one kwan which created the

style of Taekwondo that is most commonly taught today.
Why Taekwondo is One of the Best Martial Arts StylesIn martial arts movies, when you see fast and high spinning kicks,

chances are the fighter is using Taekwondo.
These powerful high kicks are what make Taekwondo such an effective form
of martial arts.While it’s often characterized by its kicks, Taekwondo actually trans-

lates (albeit loosely) to “the way of the hand and fist” (Tae means
foot, Kwon means fist, and Do means the way or discipline).
Taekwondo is the only martial arts style, on this list, that is an
Olympic sport

5. Krav Maga
Country of Origin:Israel
Also Known As:NA
Nicknamed:“Contact Combat”
Focus (Striking, Grappling or Mixed):Mixed
Famous/Notable Fighters:Haim Gidon, Eyal Yanilov, Kobi Lichtenstein
History of Krav Maga
Krav Maga, Hebrew for contact combat, is easily one of the best mar-
tial arts for self defense in the world.
The martial arts style was created by Imi Lichtenfeld, a world
renowned wrestler, boxer and gymnast.
In the mid-1930’s, anti-Semitic groups were common in many parts of
Czechoslovakia. These groups terrorized the Jewish community that
Lichtenfeld was a part of.
To protect his friends and family, Lichtenfeld gathered a group of
young vigilantes to patrol the streets and defend the Jewish communi-
ties from the anti-Semitic thugs.
Krav Maga was born out of street fights and battles, between Lichten-
feld’s group of vigilantes and the anti-Semitic thugs.



Why Krav Maga is One of
the Best Martial Arts

StylesKrav Maga is designed to
quickly neutralize

threats.The moves aren’t flashy;
they’re simple and often

dirty. I’ve heard many
times “if it looks good,
it’s probably not Krav
Maga.”There are three pillars

of Krav Maga:
1. Neutralize the threat.
This is the main goal of
the Krav Maga and can be seen in all of its principles.
2. Simultaneous defense and attack. Unlike many martial arts styles,
Krav Maga’s attack and defense are intertwined. Instead of blocking
until there is an opportunity to attack, you block in a way that opens
up the opportunity for a counter attack.
3. Attack the body’s vulnerabilities. Krav Maga’s attacks target the
body’s vulnerabilities such as the eyes, face, throat, neck, groin and
fingers.As you can see from #3 above, fighting etiquette is nonexistent with

this deadly fighting style. It’s designed for life and death situa-
tions and places survival over fair play.This effective martial arts style is the official combative system of

the Israeli Defense Forces (the army of Israel also known as the
IDF).
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4. Aikido
Country of Origin:Japan
Also Known As:NA
Nicknamed:“The Way of Harmony of the Spirit”
Focus (Striking, Grappling or Mixed):Grappling
Famous/Notable Fighters:Steven Seagal, Matt Larsen
History of AikidoThis extremely effective martial arts style was created by Morihei

Ueshiba.In many ways, Aikido is not a traditional martial art. For example,
Aikido fighters consider the safety and well-being of their at-

tacker as much as they do their own. Rather than defeat their oppo-
nent, an Aikido fighter’s goal is to find a peaceful resolution.Ueshiba was once quoted, “To control aggression without inflicting

injury is the Art of Peace.”Aikido is also a highly spiritual martial art. The word Aikido ac-
tually means “the way of harmony of the spirit” (Ai means harmony,

Ki means spirit or energy, and Do means path or the way of).
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Why Aikido is One of the Best Martial Arts Styles

As a preface, Aikido is one of the most complicated of all the differ-
ent Japanese martial arts. If you’re looking to quickly learn how to

defend yourself, try one of the more reflexive martial arts styles like
Krav Maga.Aikido is a derivative of Jujutsu. It combines Jujutsu’s joint locks

and throws with the body movements of sword and spear fighting.Also similar to Jujutsu, Aikido heavily incorporates the concept of
redirecting and manipulating the energy of an attacker. Aikido fight-

ers use their opponent’s aggression and momentum to throw them away or
render their attack powerless.The additional time to master the technique, and the fact that the

Aikido is a more peaceful style, doesn’t mean that it isn’t one of
the best martial arts for self defense.For proof of this, check out the video below

TO BE CONTINUED...
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First aid is the assistance

given to an injured or sick
person in need of urgent medical
assistance. First aid applies to
a broad range of medical situa-
tions and consists both of spe-
cific knowledge and skills (for
example, what to do for each type
of injury or illness) and the
ability to assess a situation and make appropriate decisions (such as
when to call for emergency medical assistance). First Aid Kit
Preparedness is a key element of first aid. While every home, auto,

and boat should be equipped with a basic emergency kit that includes
first aid supplies and a first aid manual, special circumstances may
necessitate more advanced or specific degrees of preparation for an
emergency. For example, residents of certain geographic areas where nat-
ural disasters (such as hurricanes, earthquakes, tornados, floods, land-
slides, or tsunamis) may occur should prepare for emergencies by
assembling disaster preparedness kits such as earthquake kits, flood
kits, andevacuation kits.Travelers should also prepare to administer first aid in the region

they plan to visit. In many developed countries, this may amount to
packing a standard first aid kit and manual with your belongings. Med-
icines to prevent motion sickness and advanced awareness about the man-
agement of traveler's diarrhea are also helpful to travelers. In the
developing world or in remote regions, a travel medicine kit should in-
clude medicines and supplies that may not be available for purchase as
well as any specific products (such as insect repellant to prevent mos-
quito and tick bites) needed for your destination. It's also important
for travelers in foreign countries to learn how to access emergency
services by telephone.

CPR and First Aid Certification
Being prepared to administer effective first aid can also involve

learning specific skills such as cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
or abdominal thrusts to assist choking victims. First aid may be re-
quired for medical emergencies such as heart attack, stroke, or seizures
as well as for minor medical conditions like nosebleed and mild allergic
reactions. Environmental injuries (sunburn, poison ivy, heat exhaustion,
frostbite, bee or insect stings) and traumatic injuries (strains,
sprains, burns, puncture wounds, and cuts as well as more severe inter-
nal injuries) are other situations where first aid skills can be in-
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9 Features which makes SVD Dragunov A deadly

Sniper Rifle

SVD Dragunov Sniper Rifle which translates to "Sniper Rifle, System
of Dragunov, Model of the Year 1963" has been one of the greatest

and most used sniper rifles ever. Used in a plethora of conflicts
across the world, it has just demonstrated its reliability, killing
power and its dead-end accuracy. It is still hailed as one of the best
sniper rifles produced till date and its accuracy is unmatched even
for many modern-day western sniper rifles of comparable role.
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dian Army. It is one of the most favourite of sniper rifles used by

IA Marksmen and Special Forces teams alike. It has been remarked to en-
gage targets upto 1000 metres by expert snipers which shows how deadly
and accurate it is.

Here are 10 features of SVD Dragunov which makes it a deadly weapon
even in modern 21st Century-era :

2. The accuracy of SVD is unmatched even in 21st century. It showcases
an accuracy of 1.04 MOA-1.24 MOA(MOA is Minute and second of arc;

used to compare accuracy of rifles). This accuracy is quite good for
engaging targets in marksman ranges and put precision fire on targets
that are beyond the range to be engaged by assault rifles.
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is not a variant of AK-47/AKM. SVD features a short-stroke gas-piston

system while AK-47 features a long-stroke gas-piston system.

It features a machined receiver for additional accuracy over long
ranges as against stamped receivers which were used initially on AK-

47. Both look superficially similar however except some features there
is no similarity between them.

4. SVD sports a PSO-1 Optical Sight which helps SVD to engage targets
upto larger distance. Through this scope the sniper can look over

the horizon for upto 1000 metres and beyond and can take accurate aim.

SVD is also complemented by Night Sights. In Indian service , SVD has
been spotted with 1PN58 NSPUM image intensifying night sight
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5. SVD is probably the only sniper rifle to feature a bayonet for
close encounters. These bayonets come handy while in close encounters

when you can't take accurate aim always through the sight. It also comes
with a detachable bipod for additional accuracy and better comfort.

6. SVD biggest advantage in my view is its semi-automatic fire. Being
semi-automatic it has a higher rate of fire than bolt-action rifles.

Bolt-Action Rifles are touted as being more accurate than Semi-Auto
one but in marksmen ranges , the difference in their accuracy is more
negligible . Hence with a SVD in hand , a marksman can engage targets
at a much faster rate.
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longest kill from a SVD at 1350 metres during Soviet invasion of

Afghanistan. This pretty much shows how lethal the SVD can be. Indian
Marksmen and snipers have also been seen using these SVDs in various
encounters in Kashmir and on LOC firefights.

According to many Pakistani sources, many Pakistani soldiers have
been found hunted by the 7.62x54mmR round, the same round used on

SVD.

8. This weapon was borne out for the need of marksmanship and sup-
pressive fire needed on a battlefield. Usually snipers are armed

with sniper rifles of higher caliber , but SVD is used to support the
troop level men by providing precision and high-rate fire on hostile
targets.

This makes SVD really simple and effective to use. Even an average
soldier with some skills on assault rifles can take up a SVD and

provide accurate fire on hostiles in case of dire situations.
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ern warfare sense no weapon ever proves to be obsolete. AK-47 , a

rifle borne out in late 1940s is still used by many forces worldwide.

Other weapons which are touted vintage and still used are Sterling
Carbines and M14 Battle Rifles. SVD has time and again proved its

worth as a deadly and never-dying weapon.

You must be thinking, now what next? Will Indian Armed Forces con-
tinue to drag with SVD Sniper Rifles, when better options are avail-

able now in International Market? Thankfully to replace these legacy
platforms, Army has issued a RFI for more than 5000 sniper rifles which
will be chambered for a new .338 Lapua Magnum round which is more deadly
than SVD and used for ultra long range sniping.
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The secret life of a female bodyguard

Jacquie Davis, who says she was the first woman to become a bodyguard
in the UK, has protected royals and celebrities, rescued hostages

and carried out undercover surveillance in her 30 years in the indus-
try. Now her own life has inspired a Netflix thriller starring Noomi
Rapace.When I came into the industry it was a very he-man attitude," says

Jacquie. "They just always wanted me to look after the female prin-
cipal or the children which was ironic - as most of them were fathers
and I wasn't even a mother!"Having initially joined the police, Jacquie decided to move into pri-

vate security in 1980 because it would give her more variety. "I
wanted to do close protection, I wanted to do surveillance and wanted
to do investigations," she says.Being a bodyguard is particularly high-profile at the moment thanks

to Bodyguard, the BBC One drama starring Keeley Hawes as the UK's
Home Secretary and Richard Madden as her personal protection officer.
Writer Jed Mercurio's script is full of plot twists, guns - and a
steamy relationship between the two lead characters.Technically it's been fine - it is a good drama," says Jacquie, but

while such relationships do occasionally happen "you'll get sacked
immediately, no question".In her career she's travelled the world staying in five- and six-

star hotels, but says "after 12 to 16 hours of thinking on your
feet, it's not glamorous". In addition to this, there is the toll on
a bodyguard's private life. "You might not go home for eight to 10
weeks."Jacquie also specialises in the more dangerous end of the business

- surveillance and rescue. Once she found herself begging on the
streets of Iraq, disguised in a burka, as part of a mission to rescue
oil workers.While the job is about preventing danger to the client by planning

ahead to avoid potential risks, sometimes real life can be as dra-
matic as any film or TV script.
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she told BBC World Service's Business Daily programme. "The Kashmiri

rebels were firing at the Pakistan army and we got caught in the cross-
fire."She and her team had gone undercover in a rescue mission to free a

23-year-old British woman who'd been tricked into going to Pakistan
with her new husband.Instead the woman was imprisoned, but eventually got a message to

her mother telling her she was being held hostage and asking for
help. Her mother contacted Jacquie.One night, Jacquie broke into the villa where the woman was being

held, handcuffed to an iron bedstead. "She said she was three months
pregnant and was being raped, starved and beaten. I told her, 'We will
come back and get you out.'"But suddenly they got a phone call telling them their cover was

blown. "Benazir Bhutto, who I'd worked for [previously], had recog-
nised me and thought she knew why I was there - to rescue somebody,"
says Jacquie.It meant they had to rethink their plans and act fast.

We had to storm the villa by paying a taxi driver to ram the gates,"
she says. They freed the woman and headed for India with the Pak-

istani army in pursuit. Going as far as they could in a vehicle they
then walked across the mountains.We were trained and quite fit, but I've got a pregnant woman who's

been beaten, starved and has a pair of flip-flops on. To me she was
the real hero."Happily, they managed to dodge the gunfire in Kashmir and were able

to bring the woman home.Jacquie says there have been two big changes over her three decades
in the industry.More women are now signing up, though they still make up only one in
10 bodyguards in the UK.The business also has a much higher public profile now. "Because of
terrorism, security is in people's minds," she says.This political instability, coupled with an upsurge in the super-
rich in the Middle East, China and elsewhere has driven the growth

of the sector in recent years.
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there are more than 230,000 people employed in the security serv-

ices industry in the UK - and 1.9 million in the EU, with 44,000 secu-
rity companies operating in the sector in Europe alone. Though only a
fraction of these will actually be working as bodyguards.

In the UK, the Security Industry Authority (SIA) is the industry reg-
ulatory body responsible for personal licensing and private security

regulations, and all newcomers need to do a training course first.Which is fine as far as it goes, says Jacquie, but points out that
"you're never going to come off a course and be a bodyguard or close

protection operative immediately".Anybody working in personal protection needs to remember that they
are not the client's friend. "You just have to maintain that slight

apartness so you can be there when they need it and pull back when they
don't," she says.Jacquie herself is now the subject of an upcoming Netflix film, Close.

The action-thriller starring Noomi Rapace was inspired by Jacquie's
life as a bodyguard and she was a consultant on the film.Director Vicky Jewson has said that working with Jacquie "allowed us

to bring an authenticity to the action scenes which was very impor-
tant to me".Despite the stereotype of burly security men in dark glasses, the

essence of being a bodyguard is brains not brawn, Jacquie insists.Recruits need to learn the softer skills of the business to work with
clients. For instance, which knife and fork to use in a Michelin

restaurant and how to have afternoon tea at the Ritz while blending
into the background.You also need to keep up with current affairs, she advises. "You have

to be able to talk about the Nasdaq, not The Only Way Is Essex."She's not dismissive of the personal risks that are occasionally in-
volved but says you can't worry going into a job.

You do the job you're trained to do. When you come out, that's when
you go, 'Oh my God, what have I just done?'"
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